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The graph at the left plots 51 NFL wide receivers’ Task Orientation
and In-Group Affiliation scores. The Task Orientation indicator
measures the degree to which the player tends to focus on tasks or
goals as opposed to relationships. Higher Task Orientation scores
indicate an increased focus on tasks or goals. The In-Group Affiliation
(IGA) indicator measures the degree to which the player identifies
positively with a group or groups of individuals (e.g., his team). Higher
IGA scores reflect a heightened sense of affiliation.
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As can be seen, only two of the 25 players (eight percent) whose Task
Orientation scores are higher than the median Task Orientation score
have been to the Pro Bowl during their NFL careers, while 10 of the 26
players (38 percent) whose Task Orientation scores fall below the
median have had at least one Pro Bowl season.
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Note: Wide receivers included in the comparison have appeared in at least 25 games while in the
NFL.

Similarly, only three of 21 players (14 percent) whose IGA scores are at
or above the median IGA score have been to the Pro Bowl, while nine
of 30 players (30 percent) with scores falling below the median have
had at least one Pro Bowl season.
None of the thirteen players in the upper right-hand quadrant of the
graph have been to the Pro Bowl. With Task Orientation and IGA
scores that are both higher than the median, these players’ speech
indicates that they are goal-oriented and identify with an in-group.
Seven of 18 players (39 percent) in the lower left-hand quadrant of the
graph have had at least one Pro Bowl season. These players have both
Task Orientation and IGA scores that fall below the median. In other
words, these players’ speech indicates that while they are relationshiporiented rather than goal-oriented, they tend not to identify with a
broader group.
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Legal Notice
Achievement Metrics, LLC provides this comparison of NFL wide receivers on two variables: (1) Task Orientation and (2) In-Group Affiliation. The results are based
on our standardized objective criteria and analysis. The data are derived from the automated text analysis of publicly available transcripts of interviews given by the
athletes before the beginning of their careers in the NFL. These transcripts are primarily from pre- and post-game interviews and other media events during the
players’ time in college. These comparisons do not extend beyond these two variables or beyond our data set.
This report is designed for informational purposes only. The information presented in this report should not be construed to guarantee a player’s future performance or
behavior and is not a comprehensive statement, evaluation, or judgment of any player’s character or future performance. Achievement Metrics, LLC expressly
disclaims all liability in connection with the information contained herein.
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